I am creating an equipment list and wiring diagram for a show in a fairly small venue. The band includes a lead singer playing an acoustic guitar, a bassist, an electric guitarist, and a keyboardist. Overall, their instruments and mics will require 5 channels. Due to the variety of instruments and channels, I will need a stereo sound system. I will not need a subwoofer.

My equipment list is:
• Acoustic Guitar - Taylor GS Mini-E RW - Natural ($599)
• Bass Guitar - Epiphone EB-0 - Cherry ($199)
• Electric Guitar - Squier Affinity Stratocaster Left Hand - Sunburst ($179.99)
• Keyboard - Kawai ES100 88-key Digital Piano with Speakers ($799)
• Dynamic Mic - Shure SM58 (99)
• DI Box x3 - Whirlwind IMP 2 ($49.89)
• XLR cable x5 - Pro Co EXM-50 Excellines Microphone Cable - 50’ ($36.99)
• Speakers x2 - Mackie SRM650 ($699.99)
• Stage Monitor - Mackie SRM150 ($249.99)
• Instrument Cables x4 - Pro Co EG-5 Excellines Instrument Cable - 5’ ($9.99)

My total equipment cost is $3898.60